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Abstract

CMOS image sensors have been gaining popularity in digital cameras. CMOS image 

sensors are also used in areas other than digital photography because it is possible to 

integrate many functions onto the same chip. This thesis develops circuit, methods 

allowing the development of computational CMOS image sensors that include 011 

chip signal processing. A 0.35 fj,m CMOS image sensor chip containing 8 different 

pixels is fabricated and the test results and analysis are presented in this thesis. 

The thesis also proposes a computational CMOS image sensor design th a t uses 

pulse width modulation (PWM) to process information. The proposed architecture 

uses simple logic gates to perform signal processing tasks, such as edge detection. 

By placing the signal processing module close to a pixel, the amount of information 

to be read out from the imager can be significantly reduced.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Today, image sensors are increasingly used in consumer products. Digital cameras, 

web cameras, optical mouses, and smart sensors are some examples. Digital cam

eras are becoming very common and very popular among the average consumers. 

The reason for this choice is that digital cameras now have good resolution and 

dynamic range comparable to conventional 35mm film cameras and the images in 

digital cameras are easily manageable. Electronic image capturing devices have 

been developed since the 1960s [31], with charge-coupled devices (CCD) being the 

prevailing technology from the 1970s [3] until now. CCDs have the advantages of 

good sensor performance which includes low noise, high quantum efficiency, and 

low dark current. By the late 1990s. complementary metal oxide semiconductor 

(CMOS) image sensors started to replace CCDs in many applications requiring low 

power. CMOS image sensors have many advantages such as low voltage operation, 

low power consumption and on-chip functionality such as analog signal processing 

(ASP) and analog-to-digital converters (ADC), and lower cost, as compared to CCD.

One of the most used CMOS image sensor architectures is based on the active 

pixel sensor (APS). The APS circuit was developed in the early 1990s by the U.S. 

Je t Propulsion Laboratory [9] and since then many researchers have made modi

fications to the APS circuit, to improve its performance. As the number of pixels 

and dynamic range of an image sensor increase to provide better image quality, the 

amount of information that needs to be processed also increases. This contributes to 

the increase of the bandwidths needed to transfer the image information in constant 

time to an image processing unit, such as a computer. The increase of information 

will also increase the processing time.

1
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This thesis develops a new pixel architecture th a t could improve performance 

by putting a signal processing unit inside or near each pixel by using a different 

type of computation in the signal processor units. Newer sensor technologies, such 

as thin film on ASIC (TFA) technology which allows the photodiode to be placed 

on top of metal layers [22], are allowing computation modules to be placed at pixel- 

level. Design and test results of a CMOS image sensor integrated circuit (IC) arc 

presented. A new architecture for a CMOS imager based on pulse width modulation 

(PWM) is designed and simulated in this work.

1.2 Thesis Outline

This thesis contains 6 chapters. Chapter 2 gives background information on solid- 

state  imagers, including a survey of existing designs of CMOS imagers. Chapter 

3 describes the design and testing of a prototype imager chip. Chapter 4 gives 

background information on statistical theories and on signal processing. Chapter 5 

describes the design of a computational CMOS imager. Chapter G concludes this 

thesis and presents suggestions for future work.

2
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Chapter 2

Background on solid-state 
image sensors

This chapter describes the basics of CMOS image sensors. Section 2.1 presents a 

brief historical background and a comparison of CCDs and CMOS image sensors. 

Section 2.2 describes the basic operation and the circuitry used in CMOS image 

sensors. Section 2.3 presents a survey of state-of-the-art CMOS image sensor designs 

and their applications.

2.1 Solid-state image sensor background

2.1.1 H istorical background

Fossum discusses the historical development of MOS (metal oxide semiconductor), 

CCD. and CMOS image sensors in [9]. This is summarized in the following section.

Tim eline of MOS, CCD and CMOS image sensors development

1963 - Morrison at Honeywell designed a light sensor that is similar to a com

putational sensor [31].

1964 - Horton et al. at IBM reported a solid-state image scanner called the 

scanistor [16].

1967 - Weckler proposed using photodiodes as charge integrating photodetectors 

[4S]. A reverse-biased photodiode is used and the photocurrent is integrated on the 

photodiode capacitance. Weckler also suggested using a PMOS switch for readout.

1968 - Noble described several types of image sensors, surface and buried photo

diodes, and a charge amplifier for readout [34]. Also, he showed the use of a MOS 

source-follower transistor in the pixel for readout buffering.

3
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1970 - Fry, Noble, and Rvcroft reported fixed-pattern noise (FPN) in image 

sensors [10].

1970 - CCD was invented by Boyle and Smith at Bell Labs [3], Its low FPN was 

one of the many advantages over other types of solid-state image sensors.

19701s to 1980’s - Researchers put a lot of effort into improving CCD performance 

during this period. There are huge improvements in areas such as quantum efficiency, 

dark current, fill factor, readout rate, readout noise, and dynamic range. MOS image 

sensors were hardly researched and their performance was not good compared to 

CCD [25].

Late 1970’s to early 1980rs - Hitachi and Matsushita continued to develop MOS 

imago sensors [36], [41], In 1979, Hitachi reported the first, commercial single-chip 

color MOS image sensor [19].

Early 1990’s - Researchers at the University of Edinburgh in Scotland (later 

becoming VLSI Vision Ltd. or VVL) started a resurgence to create highly functional 

single-chip low cost imaging systems. U.S. Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) started 

research on imaging systems that are driven by performance and can be used in 

space application. This effort led to the development, of the CMOS active, pixel 

sensor (APS).

1990 - CMOS passive pixel sensors (PPS) were developed by VVL [40],

1994 - JPL reported the CMOS APS [26].

Mid 1990's to now - CMOS technology continues to improve. The main advan

tages of CMOS image sensors over CCD systems are on-chip functionalities, lower 

system power, and lower system cost. Today, APS is the most common pixel archi

tecture used by many CMOS image sensor designs.

2.1.2 Charge Coupled Devices and CMOS im age sensors

CCD and CMOS cameras are electronic systems that can convert light to digital 

information to capture an image. In a CMOS image sensor, the process of converting 

light to digital information consists of five steps. First, light, waves are collected into 

pixels in the image sensor through microlenses. These light waves are then separated 

into red. green, and blue light waves by passing through color filters. The light waves 

are then converted to an analog voltage or current level by a photodetector and 

other circuits in each pixel. After the conversion, this analog voltage in each pixel 

is transferred out of the array and further processed by an analog signal processing

4
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unit. Lastly, the processed analog voltage is converted to digital information by an 

ADC. The digital information can then be transferred to a computer for further 

processing and storage.

A CCD is a dynamic analog shift register implemented using closely spaced 

MOS capacitors clocked using 2, 3, or 4 phase clocks [12]. The block diagram of a 

CCD camera system is presented in Figure 2.1. A majority of today's CCD image 

sensors use interline transfer. In interline transfer CCD, photodiodes are used as 

photodetecrors. All CCDs are optically shielded and used only for readout. The 

collected charge from the photodiode is simultaneously transferred to the vertical 

CCDs at the end of integration time and then shifted out. The vertical CCDs are 

shifted out one row at a time to the horizontal CCDs and these horizontal CCDs 

are shifted out one at a time to the amplifier. The value of each CCD is passed 

through a correlated double sampling (CDS) unit to reduce noise, an automatic 

gain control (AGC) unit, an ADC, and a signal processor for color correction and 

other processing functions.

P hotodetcctor

Vertical CCD

Horizontal CCD
Output

Amplifier

Output
ADC

System IC

CDS/AGC

Timing
driver

Camera
signal
processor

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a CCD camera (Interline Transfer)

5
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A major difference between CMOS image sensors and CCDs is the readout ar

chitecture. In CMOS image sensors, charge or voltage (or current) is read out using 

column and row circuits and in CCDs, charge is shifted out. A block diagram of 

CMOS image sensors is presented in Figure 2.2 [12], The typical readout mode is 

to transfer one row at a time to the ASP for functions such as CDS and gain. Each 

row is read out by reading one or more pixels at a time using a column selector and 

multiplexer. O ther modes of image readout are also available. A window readout 

mode and a skip readout mode can be used. In window readout mode, a small 

region of pixels is selected for readout. This increases access rates to windows of 

interest. In skip readout mode, every 2nd, or 3rd pixel is read out. This mode can 

increase readout speed by reducing the resolution. Electronic pan, tilt and zoom 

can lie implemented by using a combination of skip and window modes.

Another m ajor difference is that CCDs cannot be produced using standard 

CMOS processes and therefore, many different external components such as ADC, 

memory and timing drivers are required for timing and signal processing. The shift- 

style readout of the CCD uses more power because the entire array of pixels is always 

switching. The main advantage of CCDs is that they have high quantum efficiency 

(QE) and low dark current. QE is the ratio of electrons (or holes) collected to 

incident photons. On the other hand, CMOS image sensors can incorporate many 

functionalities on one chip thus reducing component and packaging costs. The main 

disadvantage of CMOS image sensors is higher noise such as FPN. Advantages and 

disadvantages are summarized in Table 2.1. For applications th a t require high im

age quality, CCDs will be the choice to use. If the emphasis is on functionality, high 

speed, low cost and low power, then CMOS image sensors will be the better choice. 

In this thesis, the focus is on CMOS image sensors because the technology allows 

us to add functionality at the pixel level.

2.2 Description of CMOS image sensors

2.2.1 M icrolens and color filters

A Microlens is a layer of glass tha t focuses light to the photosensitive portion of each 

pixel. The microlens is implemented by using a polymer-thin film or by etching the 

glass deposited on the chip. This process is not a part of the fabrication process of a 

CMOS image sensor chip and needs to be done separately. Microlenses can improve

6
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light

Column Select

Analog-to-Digital Converters

Analog Signal Processors
Timing
And
Control

Row
Select
Logic

row
select

Pixel Array

column bus

Figure 2.2: Block diagram of a CMOS image sensor
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Table 2.1: Summary of advantages and disadvantages of CCD and CMOS image
sensors [12]

Type of 
image 
sensor

Advantages Disadvantages

CMOS -  can integrate other camera 
functions on same chip
-  lower power consumption 
than CCDs (lOx)
-  very high frame rates can 
be achieved

-  nonoptimized photodetectors
-  high noise due to multiple 
levels of amplification (pixel, 
column, and chip)
-  FPN

CCD -  optimized photodetectors
-  high QE
-  low dark current
-  very low noise, very low 
FPN because no noise and
no FPN are introduced during 
shifting

-  difficult to integrate other camera 
functions on same chip
-  difficult to implement window of 
interest
-  high power because entire array 
is switching all the time
-  limited frame rate due to serial 
readout

the fill factor, which is the ratio of the sensitive region to the total pixel area, by 

about 2 to 3 times compared to image sensors without inicrolens. After light passes 

through the microlens, it passes through a layer of color filter arrays (CFA) which 

separate the colors of the image. Figure 2.3 shows the cross section view of a pixel 

in the CMOS image sensor.

Color filter

Silicon Photodiode

Figure 2.3: Cross section of a pixel in CMOS image sensor

The image sensor must be able to separately measure red (R), green (G), and 

blue (B) light in order to capture a color image. To do this, each pixel of a color 

image sensor is covered with a red, green, or blue filter, according to a specific 

pattern. The Bayer CFA pattern is one of the most common patterns used and

S
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it has a repeating 2x2 arrangement [38]. Figure 2.4 illustrates the pattern for the 

Bayer CFA. CFA performance such as spectral response and noise was described in

Green (G) 
pixel

Blue (B 
pixel

G R G R G R G R
B G B G B G B G
G R G R G R G R
B G B G B G B G

Figure 2.4: Bayer CFA pattern

In Figure 2.4, when the image is read out. line by line, the pixel sequence comes 

out GRGRGR and so on, and then the alternate line sequence is BGBCBG and so 

on. Since each pixel can only detect one color, color interpolation is needed to deter

mine the amount of light for the other two missing colors to form the complete color 

image. Color interpolation is usually done on chip using digital signal processing 

techniques [38].

2.2.2 CMOS im age sensor system -level architecture

A typical single-ehip CMOS image sensor is usually composed of (i blocks, as illus

trated in Figure 2.2. An array of pixels, with width and height between 5 - 1 0  gm, 

are used to convert light into electrical signals. The CMOS image sensor reads out 

the signal collected by each pixel by directly addressing it, in a way that is analogous 

to the way a random access memory (RAM) works. There are the row decoder and 

the column select lines, which are used to select a row and column for readout. The 

pixel array contains all the light sensing pixels and the output of each column of 

pixels will then go r.o the analog signal processor (ASP) block. The ASP is used to 

provide noise reduction and removal of artifacts such as fixed-pattern noise. The 

output ADC is used to provide a digital interface for the image sensor. More signal 

processing is done in the digital domain outside the chip, such as color correction. 

The most common way to get the output of the pixels is to read out the information 

in a row by row fashion throughout the entire array.

9
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2.2.3 Design and operation of an active pixel sensor

One of the most common pixel structures for CMOS image sensors is the active 

pixel sensor (APS) pixel. The APS circuit was developed in the early 1990s by 

the U.S. Jet Propulsion Laboratory [9] and since then many researchers have made 

modifications to the APS circuit to improve its performance. The standard APS 

pixel contains 3 transistors and a pn junction photodiode, as shown in Figure 2.5. 

Reset transistor (M l) is used to control the charge-sensing node at NT. Amplifier 

transistor (M2) is connected as a source follower with an off-pixel current source 

(M4). Row select transistor (M3) is used to select the pixel and to buffer the pixel 

output to the column bus for readout.

V dd

Reset — 11 M l  

N 1 0 -

M 2

Colum n
bus

M3

out

M 4

Pixel

Figure 2.5: APS structure

There are 3 stages in the operation of the APS: reset, integration, and readout. 

Figure 2.6 is a SPICE simulation using the SpectreS simulator th a t shows the 3 

stages of the APS operation. The currents in the figure were selected from typical 

values listed in [29], In the reset stage, reset and row select transistors are on 

and node NI is pulled to a voltage of Vdd-Vtn, where V,id is the supply voltage and 

Vtn is the threshold voltage of the transistor. The photodiode is reverse biased at 

Vdd-Vtn- In the integration stage, reset and row select transistors M l and M3 are 

turned off. When light shines on the photodiode, the photodiode produces a reverse
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current th a t is directly proportional to the light intensity. Equations 2.5 - 2.S show 

how this photocurrent is calculated. The current density multiplied by the area of 

the photodiode gives the photocurrent. The photodiode discharges the capacitance 

of NI for tint seconds, which is called the integration time. Section 2.2.6 shows 

how the node voltage N l is calculated. The current i is composed of photocurrent 

and dark current. Dark current is the photodiode leakage current and it is not 

induced by photogeneration. The capacitance of Nl (C/vi) is often composed of the 

photodiode's own capacitance plus any connected device capacitances.

For the readout stage, the row select transistor is turned on. Voltage at node 

N 1 is sampled and transferred to the column bus for analog signal processing. The 

readout period is determined by the lighting condition of the environment. If the 

environment is bright, which is when Vout is low, then the readout will be earlier 

so that the pixel will not be saturated or Vout =  OV. In the opposite condition, if 

it is dark, which is when Vout is high, then the readout will be later so th a t the 

integration period is longer for improved sensitivity.

More recent. CMOS image sensor designs use fewer than 3 transistors per pixel. 

In [30], a design for an image sensor with 7 transistors per four pixels or 1.75 

transistors/pixel is presented. This design has a group of 4 photodiodes sharing 

a floating diffusion (FD) region, a reset transistor, an amplifying transistor and a 

select transistor. The pixel size is very small with a size of 2.25 x 2.25 pm 2 and it 

is manufactured in 0.25 pm CMOS process. Similar to [30], Takahashi et al. [44] 

designed an image sensor with 1.5 transistors/pixel by using one transistor for both 

reset and row select. The pixel size is 3.9 p  x 3.9 p and it is fabricated in 0.35 pm 

CMOS process.

2 .2 .4  A nalog  signal p rocessors and analog-to-d ig ita l converters

After the node Nl voltage is sampled onto the column bus, the analog signal is 

then passed to the ASP. The ASP units perform functions such as gain, sample 

and hold. CDS and FPN suppression. When the ASP unit finished processing the 

signal, this signal is converted to a digital value using an ADC. The precision of

Q = i*  tint (2.1)

livi =  vdd -  Vtn -
C.Y1

(2 .2 )

11
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Figure 2.6: Timing diagram of the APS operation

the value depends on the dynamic range of the ADC. For example, if the precision 

of the ADC is S bits, then the output value for each pixel consists of 8 bits and 

is limited by noise. The digital output is transferred to a digital signal processor 

or a computer for more computation. Normally, the ASP and ADC units take up 

about one-third to half the area of a CMOS camera chip. W ith the increase of scale 

of image sensors, the bandwidth needed to output the information in fixed time to 

the ASP and ADC units also increases. A possible way to reduce the bandwidth 

requirements is to complete some of the signal processing function inside or near 

the pixel, so that the amount of information can be reduced for output.

The objective of the thesis is to develop an image sensor with the capability of 

simple calculations at the pixel in order to improve bandwidth.

2.2 .5  P h o to d io d e  design  and operation

There are many types of photo sensors available, such as photodiodes, photogatcs. 

bipolar transistors [45] and charge modulation devices [35]. The bipolar and charge 

modulation device image sensors require specialized fabrication processes, whereas 

photodiodes and photogates can be fabricated using standard CMOS processes. 

Photodiodes and photogates have lower noise, better uniformity and simpler layout

12
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compared to bipolar transistors and charge modulation devices. Photogates are used 

in frame transfer CCDs and CMOS Photogate APS, but they have lower spectral 

response, especially for blue wavelengths, due to the absorption in the polysilicon 

gate. Therefore, the photodiode has been widely used in CMOS image sensor designs 

[IS, 32, 50, 53]. Standard CMOS N-well processes can support three pn junction 

photodiode types: N+ diffusion to P-type substrate (n+ - pxub). N-well to P-type 

substrate (nwi.u - p^ui,). and P +  diffustion to N-well (p^  - ?iw,-u) [39]. Figure 2.7 

shows the cross section view of the 3 different types of photodiodes. The nwcu - 

Psub photodiode is more sensitive to longer wavelengths such as red light because 

of the depth of the n weil• The n + - psui, photodiode is more sensitive to shorter 

wavelengths such as blue light [54]. An important factor in designing the pixel and 

photodiode is the fill factor. Fill factor is the percentage of pixel area that is light 

sensitive. A larger photodiode area increases the diode capacitance and the full well 

capacity.

Vsub Vn Vn Vn Vp

N w ell N w elln+

(n+ -  psub)

(p+ -  nw ell)(nw ell -  psub)P -  substrate

Figure 2.7: Cross section of different types of CMOS pn junction photodiodes

2.2.6 Photogeneration in silicon

In semiconductors, when an incident photon has an energy greater than the bandgap 

of the material, it will excite an electron to  jump from the valence band to the 

conduction band, thus leaving a hole behind. For silicon, photons in the visible 

range have enough energy to generate electron-hole (e-h) pairs.

The energy of photons can be calculated by Equation 2.3, where h =  4.135 * 

10-1° eV is Planck's constant, c =  3 * 10s m /s is the speed of light, and A is the 

wavelength in /mi.
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_ h c  _  1.24
A A(fj,m)

(2.3)

For a fixed wavelength, the; rate  of e-li pairs generated at a depth of x  from the 

surface is given by Equation 2.4 [43], where To is the incident photon flux a t the 

surface (x = 0) with units of Vk o t °V-s  _ ancj Q ;s t jje absorption coefficient in crvz-1v / cm**s 1
and is a function of A.

G{x) = aloe" (2.4)

A photodetector is used to convert the generated e-h pairs, into photocurrent. 

For a photodiode, the photocurrent consists of two parts, the drift current in the 

depletion region and the diffusion current out of the depletion region [43].

J t o t  —  J d r i f t  T  J d i f f (2.5)

Figure 2.8 shows a cross section of a photodiode and W is the width of the 

depletion region.

Depletion 
region W

light

+

tot

Figure 2.S: Cross section of a photodiode

Assuming that the n + region of the photodiode is thin enough to cause negligible 

absorption, and dark current is ignored, by using Equation 2.4. the drift current 

density is:

r \V

Jdrift = q G(x)dx = <?/o(l -  e~aW) (2.6)
Jo
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The diffusion current is dominated by the current in the p region and the diffusion 

current density is:

7 7 — (x\V , DnJdiff  =  <7 /0  7 -  J—e T  qnpo —  (2. /)

where L n is the diffusion length of excess electrons in the p region, Dn is the 

diffusion coefficient for electrons, and np0 is the equilibrium minority carrier con

centration. Combining Equations 2.6 and 2.7, the total current density is:

g-CtW £)
■hoi =  9-fo(l -  t —;--- p—) + qnpQy^- (2.S)1 -r a L n L n

The above equation shows that the current density is proportional to the incident

photon flux, Iq. Although circuit designers do not have control over the parameters

in the equation, one can use two junctions a t different depths to obtain two different 

spectral responses [8]. Photocurrent is integrated over exposure time into charge and 

this charge is converted to voltage by a capacitance.

2.2 .7  N o ise  sources in CM O S im age sensors

The sensitivity and accuracy of CMOS image sensors is limited by non-idealities 

such as tem poral noise, FPN, dark current and nonlinearities. Temporal noise is 

caused by photodetector and transistor thermal, shot, and 1 /f noise. Temporal noise 

analysis in APS blocks has been investigated by Tian et al. [46]. FPN is the variation 

in pixel output due to device mismatches between pixels. The main type of FPN in 

CMOS image .sensors is variations in the transistor threshold voltage. Underlying 

causes of FPN are variations in photodetector geometry, doping concentrations and 

contamination during fabrication. CDS is used in image sensors with photogate 

or pinned photodiode with transfer gate to reduce FPN. First, reset the pLxel and 

store the reset signal onto a capacitor. Then, transfer the signal charge and store 

the signal charge onto another capacitor. Subtract the two stored values to get the 

output. This sampling method is correlated because the noise component of the two 

signals is correlated and the noise component can be subtracted out. For APS with 

photodiode, there is no separate output, so the signal must be read out first. This 

signal contains the original reset voltage on the photodiode and the noise components 

are different and not correlated. Therefore, this type of sampling is called double 

sampling and it cannot remove reset noise. Figure 2.9 shows how double sampling 

is implemented in APS. First, the signal voltage is sampled onto a capacitor O s

lo
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then the pixel is reset and the reset voltage is sampled onto the capacitor C/?. By 

subtracting the two voltages Vsignai - Vresct, FPX from mismatches are removed.

V d d

V d d

Reset —1| Ml 

N l ( h

M2

M3

light

Pixel

Vb— Cl

Select

Column
bus

M4

Figure 2.9: Double sampling circuit in APS

2.2 .8  S ignal to  noise ratio and dynam ic range

Signal to noise ratio (SXR) and dynamic range are very im portant for image sensors 

and are an index of image quality. SXR is the ratio of the input signal power to 

the average input referred noise power measured in dBs. Dynamic range provides 

an index of a sensor's ability to display both high and low light objects in a scene. 

It is defined as the ratio of the largest nonsaturating input signal to the smallest 

detectable input signal. Table 2.2 lists the dynamic range of several image capture 

devices.

2.3 Survey o f CMOS im age sensor designs

2.3.1 Im age sensor designs and novelty

Table 2.3 summarizes various CMOS image sensor designs and Table 2.4 presents 

the specifications of the various designs.
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Table 2.2: Dynamic range of image capture devices [12]

Type of devices Dynamic range
Natural scenes > lOOdB

human eye around 90dB
film SOdB

high end CCDs > 78dB
consumer grade CCD 66dB

consumer grade CMOS sensors 54dB

Table 2.3: Different designs of CMOS image sensor

Designer Topic Novelty
Xu et al. Complementary 

APS [50]
Improves the output voltage swing 
of the circuit in low operating 
voltage conditions

Kleinfelder 
et al.

Digital pixel 
sensor (DPS) 
[IS]

W ith bit-parallel ADC and memory 
per pixel, DPS is fast and can 
reach 10000 frames/s operation

Yoon et al. Image sensor 
for mobile 
application 
[53]

M ajority of color signal processing 
done in analog domain, low power, 
uses <20mW from a 3.3V supply 
voltage operating at 30 frames/s

Bermak Image sensor 
with pixel level 
PFM /PW M  
based ADC
[2]

W ith on-pixel ADC based on both 
Pulse Frequency Modulation (PFM) 
and Pulse W idth Modulation (PWM), 
features a programmable dynamic 
range

Decker et al. Image sensor 
with wide 
dynamic range 
pixels [5]

Has a dynamic range of 96 dB and 
uses a dynamic range expansion 
technique providing flexible digital 
control of the compression 
characteristic

Ma and 
Chen

APS camera 
with direct 
frame 
difference 
output [23]

APS cell circuit has in-pixel storage 
for previous frame image data  so 
that the current and the previous 
frame can be read out 
simultaneously
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Table 2.4: Specifications and performance of CMOS image sensor designs

Performance Xu et al. Kleinfelder et al. Yoon et al.
technology (gm) 0.25 0.18 0.35
pixel size (gtrn) 12 x 10 9.4 x 9.4 5.6 x 5.6

number of pixels 128 x 128 352 x 28S 352 x 288
power supply IV l.SV 3.3V

power consumption 75mW (parallel) 
18mW (serial)

50mW 20mW

fill factor 30% 15% 28%
frame rate 4Sfps (parallel) 

15fps (serial)
> lOOOOfps 30fps

Performance Bermak Decker et al. Ma and Chen
technology (gm) 0.25 0.8 0.5
pixel size (p.m) 45 x 45 - 32.2 x 32.2

number of pixels 32 x 32 256 x 256 128 x 96
power supply - 5V 3.3V

power consumption 85/zW (PFM) 
10/zW (PWM)

52mW @ 30fps 
400m\V @ 390fps

56mW

fill factor 23% 49% 33%
frame rate - 390fps 250fps

Researchers are trying to develop image sensors that have many on chip functions 

[14], [28], [53]. Others, as in [23]. [32], [37], use analo g in-pixel processing to reduce 

the size of the chip and the power consumption. These small and low power image 

sensors can be used in many applications such as cell phones and cars. Researchers 

are also trying to incorporate the ADC in the pixel to increase speed [IS], [49], [52], 

Image sensors with wide dynamic range are found in [5], [42], [51]. The logarithmic 

APS are developed for the purpose of increasing the dynamic range. A logarithmic 

APS pixel is show in Figure 2.10. The difference between this pixel and the standard 

APS pixel is that the gate of the reset, transistor is tied to V d d - The advantage's 

of Logarithmic APS is that the sensor measures illumination over a range of more 

than 5 orders of magnitude [6], and a dynamic range of over lOOdB. Also, there is 

no need for a reset line and no integration time, which means the pixel can be read 

out at any time. The disadvantages are high FPN  and the small output signal swing 

makes the sensors susceptible to other noise sources.

New ways to detect color are also being developed. In [S], Findlater et al. 

designed an image sensor that employs a vertically integrated double-junction pho

todiode structure and only uses a 2 color filter, instead of the traditional CFA that

IS
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Figure 2.10: Logarithmic APS structure

contain 3 colors. Foveon [27] designed a chip where each pixel can detect all col

ors. Each pixel can detect red, green, and blue, depending on how far the photon 

penetrates through different layers of silicon. Each pixel has 3 pn junctions by stack

ing 3 n,weus. This type of design eliminates the need for CFA and the calculations 

necessary to find the missing information in an image, but requires non-standard 

processes.

2 .3 .2  C om pu tation al im age sensors

Computational sensors [17] are the product of integrating sensing and processing on 

an IC chip. This type of sensor has the potential to reduce latency through parallel 

computation. Previous work with computational CMOS image sensors are discussed 

here.

On-sensor compression

Aizawa et al. reported a computational image sensor with on-sensor compression [1], 

This compression sensor uses a conditional replenishment algorithm. The current 

pixel value is compared to the last value stored in the memory. If the difference is 

greater than a specified threshold, then the current value and address of the pixel 

are outputted. The value of the memory of the activated pixel is replenished by the
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current input value, and if the pixel is not active, then its value is kept unchanged. 

The compression sensor contains the basic APS circuit, plus the computational 

elements of a memory and a comparator. W ith this architecture, the fill factor is 

much smaller than the standard image sensors because the computational elements 

take up some area.

Adaptive pixel-based integration tim e

Hanainoto and Aizawa presented a computational image sensor with adaptive pixel- 

based integration time [15]. Each pixel in the sensor can independently control its 

integration tim e to the intensity of incident light and to the temporal changes due 

to motion. The integration time of each pixel is shortened if motion is detected 

in the pixel or pixel intensity becomes saturated. This reduces image blur caused 

by moving objects in a scene as well as improving intrascene dynamic range. Most 

of the processing circuit is shared by the pixels of a column. The sensor activates 

flag signals when it detects motion or saturation of the pixels and outputs only the 

activated pixels. Due to the variable integration time, the pixel intensity needs to 

be normalized afterwards.

Signal processing using a simple analog operation

M uramatsu et al. reported a high-density image sensor with three signal process

ing function modes: wide dynamic range, motion detection, and edge extraction 

[32]. They have developed three component technologies to perform the three signal 

processing function modes. Firstly, an 011-pixel frame memory consists of a transis

tor gate capacitor and a transfer transistor. Secondly, a double-sampling readout 

scheme, with two exposure times for one-frame readout, provides a nondegraded 

frame-readout rate with interframe analog operation. Finally, a column-parallel 

CDS circuit is used as a subtract circuit to provide column-parallel, on-chip analog 

operation.

Pixel level PW M  signal processing

Nagata et al. proposed a smart imager with pixel level pulse width modulation 

(PWM) signal processing [33]. This imager performs row parallel single or multi

bit PWM readout, block averaging, and 2D projection of a thresholded image. The 

block averaging and 2D projection are realized with PWM signal addition techniques
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based on switched current integration and charge packet counting. For the block 

averaging, the PW M  voltage pulses are converted to current pulses by the switched 

current sources. These current pulses are integrated on a capacitor to give a sum of 

pixel values. A charge packet counter is used to convert a small reference charge to a 

current pulse and removes it from the capacitor successively during the integration. 

An averaged result is calculated from the pulse counts. For the 2D projection, 

pixels are compare to a reference voltage to generate voltage pulses. The horizontal 

projection values are obtained as the number of pulses counted by the row counters. 

The vertical projection values are obtained by the switched current integration, and 

the use of the charge packet counter.

2.4 C hapter conclusion

We have reviewed the history and architecture of CMOS image sensors, the standard 

APS pixel and some variations on the design. Computational image sensors were 

discussed briefly. The focus of this thesis is to develop a computational image sensor 

where the signal processing is close to the pixel. In order to understand more design 

tradeoffs, a prototype chip was designed to evaluate different pixel architectures; it 

will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

CMOS image sensor prototype 
chip

Chapter 2 described state of the art CMOS imager designs and their applications. In 

this chapter, the design and testing of a prototype CMOS pixel chip are discussed. 

We will also discuss the tests that were performed to model the various pixels in the 

chip and the test results.

3.1 The design of the chip

The prototype chip is composed of S different pixels and a 3-to-S row decoder. 

This chip does not contain any signal processors or airalog-to-digital converters. In 

Figure 3.1. there are two different APS architectures. The one on the left is the 

original design and consists of 3 transistors and a photodiode. The one on the 

right is similar to the left one;, but. with an extra transistor between M l and the 

photodiode. By adding an extra transistor, the charge to voltage conversion gain 

can be increased [20]. The sensor can either operate in gain-enhancement mode if 

the gate voltage of M4 is at a lower value such as 1.5V or it can operate in normal 

mode if the gate voltage of M4 is at VDD [47],

The 8 different pixels are based on the 2 APS architectures with some variations. 

These variations are 2 types of reset transistor M l, N„ws or PTnHlt, and 2 types of 

photodiodes. n~ - psni, and nwra - p.<ub- Table 3.1 shows the S different pixels and 

their respective properties. The size of the photodiode is a square of 6/rm by 6p,m 

and the size is the same for all S pixels. However, the pixel sizes are not the same, 

they range from 12.5p.m by Sp.m to 12.2 pm  by 14.6/tm. For this chip, uniform size 

and shape for the photodiodes are the most important controlled factors and not
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Figure 3.1: Different APS structures

the overall shape of the pixel. Figures 3.2 to 3.3 show the layout of the 8 pixels. The 

prototype chip was manufactured in a standard 3.3V 0.35p.m 1-poly 4-metal CMOS 

process. A grant of fabrication area was provided by Canadian Microelectronics 

Corporation (CMC). A total of 5 packaged dies and 40 loose dies were received, and 

the package dies were tested.

Table 3.1: List of the S pixels and their properties

Pixel Number of 
transistors 
per pixel

Reset
transistor

type

Photodiode
type

Pixel size 
(pm)

Fill factor
(%)

1 3 A 111 os ~ Psub 12 x S.5 35
2 3 A mos W-il'cLL ~ Psub 12 x S 38
3 3 P<nos - Psub 11.2 x 13.1 25
4 3 P1 711 OS veil ~ Psub 10.7 x 14.6 23
5 4 P'nios - Psub S.4 x 13.5 32
6 4 Pm os W-wcll ~ Psub S.4 x 13.5 32
7 4 P1 rims ll- ~ Psub 10.9 x 13.6 24
8 4 P1 mos W'XL'ell ~ Psub 12.2 x 14.6 20

The row decoder was designed using a pass transistor network, inverters, and 

pull-up transistors. The transistors" lengths are 0.35 pm and widths are 0.S pm. 

Figure 3.6 shows the schematic diagram of the row decoder.

Total area of the chip including bonding pads is 631p,m by 503pm. Figure 3.7 

shows the layout of the prototype chip without bonding pads. Figures 3.S and 3.9 

show die microphotographs of the chip.
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Figure 3.4: Layout of pixels with 4 transistors and N mos reset, with n + photodiode 
on the left and r>.w c u  photodiode on the right
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Figure 3.5: Layout of pixels with 4 transistors and Pmos reset, with n~  photodiode 
on the left and v.wcu photodiode on the right
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Figure 3.S: Die photograph of the prototype chip
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Figure 3.9: Die photograph of the circuits in the prototype chip
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3.2 Testing prototype chip

The purposes of the prototype chip are to model the different pn junction photodi

odes and to find the advantages and disadvantages of 3 transistor and 4 transistor 

pixel structures as well as Nmos and Pvws resets. A printed circuit board (PCB) 

was designed to connect the chip to a field programmable gate array (FPGA) and 

an ADC chip.

3.2 .1  T est setu p

The chip requires both analog and digital input signals for testing. The digital input 

signals are the reset and row select signals and they are generated by a FPGA. 

VHDL is used to program the FPGA. The analog input signals are a bias voltage of 

0.7V for the current source transistor, and a reference voltage of half Vpp  for the 4 

transistor pixel structure. The test chip uses a supply voltage of Vpp = 3.3V. The 

voltage signals are generated by simple variable resistor circuits and light waves are 

generated by a halogen lamp with a 20W bulb. A neutral density filter is put on top 

of the chip and filters out 75% of light coming in, therefore only 25% of the light from 

the halogen lamp reaches the prototype chip. W hite light with different intensities 

are shone onto the chip and the corresponding output signals are collected. The 

collected output signals are converted to digital signals by the ADC and sent back 

to a PC for analysis and storage. The ADC chip is also controlled by the FPGA. 

Figure 3.10 illustrates the setup for testing the chip and Figure 3.11 shows the FPGA 

and the test board.

3.2 .2  T est resu lts

The power consumption of the chip is less than 3.3mW, but it was not possible to 

measure an accurate result. The current drawn by the chip is too small because 

there are only S pixels. The simulated power consumption by the core is about 

O.OmW.

The output voltages of the 8 different pixels a t different integration times are 

plotted in Figure 3.12. Pixels 5 and 6 have the lowest output voltages. At first, this 

looks like the two pixels convert more photons to current than the other pixels and 

have better or faster response. W ith closer inspection, pixels 7 and S are similar to 

pixels 5 and 6 except for the type of reset transistors. The reason why pixels 7 and 

S have higher output voltage is that the reset transistors for the two pixels are p
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Figure 3.10: Setup for testing prototype chip

Figure 3.11: FPGA and test board with prototype chip
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type and there is no V t drop. From the experimental data, the difference in output 

voltage at lOps between pixel 5 and 7 is 0.647V. This value is close to the value 

of Vj, which is around 0.6V. There is not much difference between pixels 1 and 2, 

pixels 3 and 4, pixels 5 and 6, and pixels 7 and S. This means that for white light, 

n+ - Psub photodiodes and nweu - psub photodiodes have approximately the same 

response.

Generally, 4 transistor pixels have steeper slopes, which means these pixels gen

erated more current assuming the capacitance was equal. The relationship between 

t.hc slope of the curves, current, and capacitance is:

d V  I

H  =  c  ( 3 ' 1 )

where is the voltage change or the slope of the curve, C  is the capacitance 

and I  is the current. The equation shows tha t a steeper slope may be due to a 

higher current, lower capacitance or a combination of the two. Pixels 7 and S have 

steeper slopes compared to pixels 3 and 4, and pixels 5 and 6 also have steeper 

slopes compared to pixels 1 and 2. The slopes of pixels 3 and 4 are smaller than 

the rest of the pixels. A possible reason for this difference is that, there is more 

parasitic capacitance in pixels 3 and 4 and this capacitance is mostly contributed 

by the drain of the P m 0s  reset transistor. W ith more capacitance in pixels 3 and 

4, the voltage is discharged at slower rate and resulted in the smaller slopes. The 

photodiode capacitance in pixels 7 and S is only connected to the transistor M4 and 

separated from the drain of the Pmos reset and the amplifier transistor. Therefore, 

the capacitance in pixels 7 and 8 is smaller and the slopes arc steeper. Also, the 

slopes of the 4 transistor pixel tend to decrease when the pixel voltage drops below

0.5V. The reason is that the transistor M4 is no longer operating in saturation 

region.

The results are similar in Figure 3.13 and 3.14 except that the response is over a 

longer integration time because the light source is at a further distance. Figure 3.15 

shows the response of pixel 3 with light source at various distances. The slopes show 

that the pixel response is inversely proportional to the distance squared. The slope 

of light, source at 15cm is about 4 times the slope of light source a t 30cm and about 

1.78 times the slope of light source at 20cm.

The pixels are also tested when there is no illumination. These test gives the 

time it takes for dark current to  have an effect on the voltage level. The results are
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shown in Figure 3.16. For pixels 1, 2, 5. and 6, dark current starts to lower output 

voltage level at around 5ms. For pixels 7 and S, the time is around 50ms. For pixels 

3 and 4, the time is around 100ms. This tests show that n + - psu(, and n.wen - p3Ub 

photodiodes have the same amount of dark current. The pixels with PMOS reset 

and 3 transistors have less dark current than those with N mos reset and 4 transistor 

pixels respectively. The estimated dark current values are shown in Table 3.2. The 

dark current values are calculated using Equation 3.1 by multiplying the slope with 

the photodiode capacitance. The capacitance is composed of photodiode capacitance 

calculated from listed values from CMC and parasitic capacitance.

Table 3.2: Estim ated dark current values of the 8 pixels

Pixel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Dark current (fA) 19S.1 233.9 54.9 64.9 5SS.6 694.9 232 275.2

Slope 4.75 4.75 1.29 1.29 14.24 14.24 5.63 5.63
Capacitance (fF) 41.75 49.3 42.45 50.18 41.35 4S.S1 41.18 48.S5

According to the background theory of Chapter 2. there is no reason for a sys

tematic difference in the photo/dark currents in the n~ - photodiodes of pixels

1. .3. 5 and 7 or in the n wcn - psui photodiodes of pixels 2. 4. 6 and 8 because the 

photodiode layouts are identical within these groups. Considering Equation 3.1. 

measured differences in are likely due to a net difference of parasitic capacitance 

and/or parasitic current in p-n junctions at the source/drain of transistors connected 

to the photodiodes. It is not easy to calculate the parasitic capacitance accurately 

from the process parameters provided by CMC alone.

3.3 Chapter conclusion

The tests results provide useful information on the various pixel designs. They 

give a better understanding on the pixel design tradeoffs. The 4 transistor pixels 

have better response, but the voltage range for linear operation is smaller. If short 

integration time is not required, then pixels 3 and 4 is a better choice because the 

voltage range for linear operation is bigger. Also, pixels 3 and 4 have the least 

amount of dark current. The results showed that with higher light intensity (light 

source at a closer distance), the voltage will decrease at a faster rate. This is 

consistent with Equation 2.S from chapter 2 where current density is proportional
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to incident photon flux. The next chapter will describe two types of signal processin 

for incorporating into image sensors.
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Figure 3.12: Output voltage vs integration time with light source a t 15cm
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Chapter 4

Background on signal processing

Chapter 3 gave some experimental results on several CMOS pixel designs. Com puta

tional CMOS image sensors were discussed previously and they have the advantages 

of supporting parallel processing and reduced bandwidth requirements. Stochastic 

computation and pulse width modulation (PWM) are methods to encode a signal 

from voltage domain to time domain and they are alternatives to traditional com

putation circuits. Stochastic computation and PWM provide many benefits over 

other computing techniques such as very low computation hardware area and sim

ple hardware implementations. This section shifts the focus to signal processing and 

statistics to give a better understanding of how stochastic computation and PWM 

work, and how they might be applied to computational imagers.

4.1 Stochastic com putation

4.1 .1  S toch astic  representation  and com p u tation

Stochastic computation was developed in the 1960s to combat the high cost of com

putational elements. Digital computation required a large number of transistors and 

in the 1960s. transistors were expensive and difficult to integrate. By sacrificing ac

curacy, stochastic computation approximates the computations with less hardware 

by serializing the computation process. The advantages of stochastic computation 

over conventional computation are very low computation hardware area, fault tol

erance, simple serial communications per signal, simple hardware implementations 

enabling very high clock rates, and capability to trade off computation tim e and 

accuracy without hardware changes.

Stochastic computation is achieved through representation of da ta  by the prob

ability that a logic level will be ON or OFF during a clock period [11], In binary
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computation the logic levels representing data change deterministically from value 

to value, and if the computation is repeated the same sequence of logic levels will 

occur. In stochastic computation arithmetic operations are performed by virtue 

of the completely random and uncorrelated nature of the logic levels representing 

data, and only the probability that a logic level will be ON or OFF is determined: 

its actual value is a chance event which cannot be predicted, and repetition of a 

computation will give rise to a different sequence of logic levels.

A st.oehast.ie stream is a sequence of bits, in which the information is contained 

in the primary statistic of the bit stream < X >  where < X >  =  /  - and N  is the 

number to be represented and Nmax is the maximum value tha t N  can be. For 

example, Table 4.1 shows some samples of stochastic sequences with <X > =  0.5, N  

=  10 and N rnox = 20.

Table 4.1: Examples of stochastic sequences for < X  > = 0.5

a 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0

b 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1

c 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

d 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

Any sequence may occur, but the proportion of ON levels in a large sample will 

have a binomial distribution with a mean of < X > or 0.5 in Table 4.1. Observation 

of the information carried on a given signal line is therefore a probabilistic pro

cess itself [4], Shown in Figure 4.1. multiplication can be done by using a simple 

AND gate and weighted sum or averaging can be calculated by using a multiplexer 

(MUX). In conventional signal processing, multiplication is the bottleneck and re

quires a large area in an IC. By using stochastic signal processing, less resources are 

required. Table 4.2 shows the major operations that can be performed by stochastic 

computation [1 1 ].

Table 4.2: Major operations that can be perform by stochastic computation

Circuit components Function in stochastic encoding
AND gate multiplication

AND gate and D flip-flop squaring
MUX averaging or weighted addition

AND gate and up/down counter dividing
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P(A)

P(B)

P(A) ■
AND P(A)*P(B) P(C)*P(A)+

(I-P(C))*P(B)
P(B) II /

/

p ro

Figure 4.1: Using digital logic: gates to perform different functions on stochastic 
streams

4 .1 .2  E xam ples o f  s to ch a stic  com putation

Examples of stochastic computation are shown in Table 4.3. In Table 4.3, two 

stochastic streams arc presented, stream A with a probability of 0.5 and stream B 

with a probability of 0.4. Two different sequences are sampled from each stream 

and the result of these sequences going through an AND gate are listed. A third 

stream C with a probability of 0.5 is also presented in the table for the averaging 

function. The sequences sampled from this stream is fed into the select line of the 

MUX in Figure 4.1. Using a probability of 0.5 for the select line, the MUX will 

average the two probabilities of A and B.

Table 4.3: Examples of stochastic computation

probability 1 0  bit sequence 2 0  bit sequence
A 0.5 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0

B 0.4 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

A*B P(A)*P(B) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

A*B 0.5*0.4 =  0.2 A*B = 0 . 1 A*B = 0 . 2

C 0.5 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1

average 
of A k  B

P(A)*P(C) + 
(1 -P(C))*P(B)

1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0

average 
of A & B

0.5*0.54- 
0.5*0.4 =  0.45

average = 0.4 average =  0.45

4 .1 .3  Law of Large N um bers and central lim it theorem

Stochastic computation involves randomly sampling a signal. Therefore, it is useful 

to understand the Law of Large Numbers [21]. The Law of Large Numbers states 

tha t if an event A with probability P(A) — p occurs k times in n trials, then k
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ss np. The approximation k  ~  rip means that the ratio £ is close to p in the 

sense that, for any e >  0 , the probability that | £ - p \ < e tends to 1 as n —> 

co. This law is useful because it can be used to determine the number of samples 

needed to reach a certain reliable estimate. Consider a population having mean 

p. and finite standard deviation a. Let x  represent the mean of n independent 

random observations from this population. The central limit theorem states that as 

n becomes large, the sampling distribution of x  tends toward a normal distribution 

with mean p and standard deviation This theorem permits us to approximate 

the sampling distribution for x  by an appropriate normal curve regardless of the 

form of the population frequency distribution. Equation 4.1 is used to  estimate the 

mean p  based on a sample with size n. x  is the sample mean, zx  is the z-value 

beyond which the area under the normal distribution curve is equal to rr is the 

standard deviation, n is the sample size, and 1 - a  is the confidence level.

P  x  -  < p < x  ~  Z'x-^pz ) =  1 -  a  (4.1)

For example, with x  =  50, a  =  12, and n =  144, we want to find the confidence 

interval with 90% confidence level. Using Equation 4.1, the confidence level of 90% 

is 1 - o =  0.9, q - 0.1 and ^ =  0.05. zii = co.05 =  1.64o, — \/Th =  1 , and p

=  50 ±  1.645. Therefore, the confidence interval for this group of data  with 90% 

confidence level will be [4S.355, 51.645]. W ith the same sample mean and standard 

deviation, if the sample size is increased to 576 and 2304, the confidence interval 

with 90% confidence will be p. =  50 ±  0.S225 and p, = 50 ±  0.41125 respectively. 

The confidence interval depends on the number of samples, which is the ^  term, 

therefore it will decrease with the increase of the sample size. When the sample size 

increases, the probability of this group of data will therefore fall in a more narrow 

range and therefore, be more accurate.

For a confidence interval of population proportion, Equation 4.2 is used, p is 

the sample proportion, q =  1 - p, n is the sample size, and p is the population 

proportion.

P =  (4'2)

For example, 5500 students were sampled, and 2849 have a cell phone, we want to 

estimate the proportion of students in that city with cell phone with 90% confidence
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level, p = = |§  =  0.51S. q = 1 - 0.51S =  0.4S2, s* -  1.G45, p = 0.518 =  0.01108. 

Assuming no sampling bias, this means between 50.692% and 52.908% of students 

have a cell phone with 90% confidence.

Equation 4.2 is useful to calculate the number of samples to ensure results with 

a certain confidence level. For a stochastic stream of bits with a 90% probability 

that each bit will be a 1. if we want a confidence interval of 0.89 - 0.91 with 90% 

confidence, p = 0.9, q =  0.1, 0.01 =  1 .6 5 - y /^ ^ ,  and n =  2450. Table 4.4 lists 

the number of samples needed to achieve different confidence intervals with 90% 

confidence. The table shows that in order to reach a high confidence interval, a 

large amount of bits are required.

Table 4.4: Number of samples to achieve different confidence intervals with 90% 
confidence

p number of samples 
with confidence 

interval p ±  0.05

number of samples 
with confidence 

interval p ±  0 . 0 2

number of samples 
with confidence 

interval p ±  0 . 0 1

0 . 1 98 0 1 2 2450
0.5 272 1701 6806
0.9 98 612 2450

Higher precision computation can be done by observing the sequence of bits for 

a longer time in order to allow a lower variance estimate of the average to be made. 

By observing the sequence of bits for a longer time, the number of samples will be 

bigger. The Law of Large Numbers states that the probability that | £ - p | < e 

tends to 1 as n co. This means that with more samples, the results of stochastic 

computation will be more accurate and this is illustrated in Table 4.3 by comparing 

streams of 1 0  bits and 2 0  bits. If we observe a sequence of N  logic levels and k of 

them are ON, then the estimated generating probability is:

V = I  < « )

The sampling distribution of the variable k is binomial, and hence the standard 

deviation of the estimated probability p from the true probability p is:

, , , ,

For Table 4.3, the standard deviation of a 10 bit sequence with probability p =
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0.5 is a{p) =  =  0.15S. For a 20 bit sequence with p =  0.5, cr(p) =  0.112.

Therefore, with more bits sample, the standard deviation will get smaller, which 

means it is closer to the true probability.

4 .1 .4  C om paring stoch astic  and binary rad ix  in teger system s

In [4], a stochastic system is compared with a binary radix integer (BRI) system. In 

serial communication of data, BRI representation is exponentially faster than unary 

stochastic representations. Data with a resolution of M  bits requires a communica

tion time M  for BRI, but a time 2jU for the unary stochastic case. The 2,w time 

does not guarantee the exact information is sent because the stochastic system is a 

random process. The area-time product is a measure of the energy of a computation 

with the assumption that there is a constant power dissipation per unit area. Brown 

and Card [4] calculated the area-time product. For M  < 1 0  bits, the stochastic sys

tem has better performance than the BRI system. For M  > 1 0  bits, the BRI system 

performs better.

If precision is more important, then it would be better to use the BRI system. 

In a stochastic system with S bit resolution, using Equation 4.2, 2'u  or 256 cycles 

will only give a confidence interval of [0.45, 0.55] for p — 0.5. If higher precision is 

needed, then the time needed for communication will be longer. The observation of 

long bit streams will delay the overall system.

Another important, consideration is the comparison of error tolerance between 

the two systems. In the worst case scenario for a single bit error, the maximum 

error in the BRI case is when the error bit is in the most significant bit (MSB). The 

error is ~xr~ =  7  of the maximum value. The maximum error in the stochastic case 

is only ^  of the maximum value and this means th a t the stochastic systems have 

much better error tolerance than BRI systems.

4 .1 .5  G enerating  stoch astic  sequences

For encoding a binary digital number to a stochastic sequence, a random number is 

compared with the digital number stored in a register. The top circuit in Figure 4.2 

is an example of a digital-to-stochastic converter. This random number generator 

requires digital noise bits where the probability of each bit being a one is Gaines

[1 1 ] describes a number of potential sources of digital noise. One common generator 

is the linear feedback shift register (LFSR). The LFSR consists of shift, registers and
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XOR gates.

C o m p a r a t o r

R a n d o m  n u m b e r  

G e n e r a to r

Figure 4.2: Circuit to generate stochastic signals

Vsignal

Vr

Vstoc

Figure 4.3: Waveform of generating stochastic signals

The design of the proposed image sensors require that the analog output signal 

voltage from each pixel be converted to a stochastic sequence. Implementing an 

LFSR and then converting the random number to an analog voltage will take up 

too much space. Therefore, the designs for digital-to-stochastic converters are not 

applicable in this thesis. To generate stochastic sequences from an analog signal 

voltage, a random voltage generator such as a noise diode or resistor is used as a 

noise source [11]. The purpose of this noise source is to generate a random voltage. 

Vr . and this voltage is compared with the signal voltage, Vsiqnal. If Vr is less than 

or equal to Vsignai, the output of the comparator is set to high. Otherwise, Vstoc is 

set to low. Figure 4.3 shows a waveform of a particular conversion and the bottom
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circuit in Figure 4.2 is an example of a analog-to-stochastic converter. There are 

many analog noise generators available but these circuits are complex and require 

a large amount of space. Also, if high precision is needed, then we will need to 

observe a large amount of bits. Therefore, it is not feasible to implement stochastic 

computation units in pixels. Instead, we will explore the use of PWM coding for 

signal processing. PW M  signal processing is discussed in tlu; next section.

4.2 Pulse w idth  m odulation

Aside from stochastic computation, PWM is another way of encoding an analog 

signal level to a single-bit serial digital signal. In a PWM signal, the duty cycle of a 

square wave is proportional to the analog signal level it is encoding. The duty cycle 

is the percentage of a period tha t the signal is ON. For example, if the maximum 

voltage for a signal is 5V, the duty cycle of a 2.5V signal will be 50%. See Figure 4.4 

for an example encoding. Any analog value between 0V and the maximum voltage 

can be encoded with PWM. If the analog signal is negative, then the duty cycle will 

be 0 % and in the opposite end, if the signal is over the maximum voltage, then the 

dutv cvcle will be 1 0 0 %.

Vsignal

Vhigh

V,PWM

V low

V m ax  

Ram p signal^ '

✓ V = 0 .5*V m ax

tim e

V = 0 .9*  V m ax

,  ' \  M
✓ '! Ramp signal

tim e

Ramp signal

'  V = 0 .1*V m ax

tim e | l tim e

T T
50% : 90% dutv
duty cvcle
cvcle :

t im e /

t
10% duty 

cvcle

tim e

Figure 4.4: Different, analog signal levels and equivalent PWM signals and duty 
cvcles

One simple way to generate a PWM signal is to use a comparator and compare 

the analog signal to a ramp signal. In Figure 4.5, the comparator will output the 

ON voltage or V ^ h  (in Figure 4.4) when the analog signal from the APS pixel Vmtt

4S
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(in Figure 2.5) is larger than the ramp signal. To generate a ramp signal, a current 

source is used to charge up a capacitor at a constant rate. If the slope of the ramp 

function is variable, then finer increments of the input signal can be encoded, which 

increases the dynamic range. Therefore, the dynamic range can be maintained even 

in low lighting conditions by using a ramp function with a smaller slope. A reset 

switch is also available to reset the circuit and start another cycle. The design of 

the comparator and ramp generator will be discussed in the next chapter.

V out
V p w mon

Com paratorramp_rcsc_t_ 

: Ram p  

: Generator

Figure 4.5: Circuit to generate PWM signals

Similarly to stochastic computation, simple digital logic can be used to perform 

different functions on PW M signals. For example, if the duty cycles of two PW M 

signals both start at t = 0 , then an OR gate can be used to find the maximum of 

the two signals. W ith the same assumption, an AND gate can be used to find the 

minimum and a XOR gate can find the difference between two PWM signals. The 

difference between two PWM signals can be used for edge detection applications. 

There is an edge when two neighboring pixels have a large difference in light level.

To understand what defines an edge, an example is shown in Figure 4.6. Fig

ure 4.6a shows a 64 pixel sample image with some dark and bright pixels. In the 

3x3 squares numbered 1 to 9, there are 5 edges. There is one vertical edge between 

pixels 4 and 5. There are also four horizontal edges and their positions are between 

pixels 2 and 5. pixels 3 and 6 . pixels 5 and S. and pixels 6  and 9. Figure 4.6b shows 

the edges between column pixels (vertical edges). If there is an e in the box. then 

there is an edge. The vertical edge between pixels 4 and 5 is listed in the box r4  

between cl and c2. The edges between row pixels (horizontal edges) are listed in 

Figure 4.6c.
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a) 8  x S sample image
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b) edges between column pixels
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Figure 4.6: A 8 x 8  pixel sample image and edges
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c) edges between row pixels
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Figure 4.7 shows various waveforms resulting from using different logic gates 

to perform the functions described in Table 4.5. The corresponding functions in 

stochastic computation are also described in the table. By measuring the number of 

clock cycles of the A XOR B or C XOR D signal when it is high, the XOR function 

can be used for edge detection. Using a comparator, if the A XOR B signal is OX for 

longer than a certain reference! time period, say half the time period of a full cycle, 

then there is an edge between pixels A and B. Whereas in the C XOR D signal, 

there is no edge between pixels C and D. The determination of an edge depends on 

the reference value. If a smaller reference time period is chosen and it is less than 

the C XOR D signal, then there is an edge between pixels C and D.

Pixel A (10%  duty cycle)

Pixel B (80%  duty cycle)

Pixel C (40%  duty cycle)

Pixel D (70%  duty cycle)

PWM  
Signal A

PWM  
Signal C

PWM  
Signa lB

PWM  
Signal D

A  A N D  B C A N D  D

A O R B C O R D

A X O R B C XOR D

Figure 4.7: PW M functions using digital logic gates
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Table 4.5: Logic gates and their function in PWM and stochastic encoding

Logic gate Function in PWM Function in stochastic encoding
And minimum multiplication P(A)*P(B)
Or maximum union P(A) +  P(B) - P(A)*P(B)

Xor difference P(A)(1 - P(B)) +  P(B ) ( 1  - P(A))

4.3 C hapter conclusion

In this chapter, we discussed stochastic and PWM computations and examples are 

shown on how these methods can be applied in signal processing. We also discussed 

the Law of Large Numbers and the central limit theorem, stating that if the number 

of samples increases, the accuracy of the estimated mean will increase and will 

follow a normal distribution. In the next chapter, we will talk about combining 

PWM signal processing circuits with sensing circuits to form a computational image 

sensor.
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Chapter 5

PW M  com putation in CMOS 
image sensors

The previous chapter gives an overview on how stochastic and PW M computations 

can be alternative methods of signal processing th a t can be incorporated into com

putational image sensors. In this chapter, the details of our proposed pixel design 

arc described. Wc will discuss the image sensor operation and the advantages of 

this design.

5.1 P roposed  structure

Stochastic computation can be applied to the signal processing on CMOS image 

sensors [24]. Another method to perform signal processing is to employ pixel level 

PWM signal processing. Nagata el. al. reported a smart CMOS image sensor with 

pixel level PW M signal processing [33], This PWM signal CMOS image sensor 

performed block averaging and 2D projection with PWM signal addition techniques 

based on switched current integration and charge packet counting.

A CMOS image sensor with PW M signal processing circuits placed near the 

pixels is explored in this thesis. W ith signal processing at the pixel level, system 

bandwidth can be reduced by preprocessing the information and outputting just the 

important information for a particular application, instead of transferring the whole 

information. This proposed image sensor performs edge detection functions using 

single logic gates, a concept similar to [13] and [24]. The difference in this proposed 

image sensor is that the voltage signal of each pixel is encoded to a PWM signal, 

instead of a stochastic signal. Also, this proposed image sensor performs subtraction 

using a simple logic gate, unlike the current integration technique used by [3 3 ] to
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perform addition. One of the advantages of this proposed imager is the simplicity of 

the anaiog-to-PWM circuits. Another advantage is that the PWM signal processing 

circuits use very few components, mainly the XOR gate and the integrator circuit to 

perform edge detection. These simple circuits enable us to embed these circuits into 

the pixel array. PWM is used to encode the pixel output from the voltage domain 

to the time domain for signal processing. The new proposed image sensors have a 

new pixel structure that consists of 2 blocks as illustrated in Figure 5.1. This will 

add overhead and increase the area of each pixel. Also, there are signal processing 

circuits for every 2  pixels.

Output from another pixel

Output

APS or 
modified 
APS 
circuit

PWM signal 
processing circuit

circuit that converts 
analog signal to 
PWM signal

new pixel

Figure 5.1: Proposed computational CMOS APS block diagram

5.2 Im ager A rchitecture

Figure 5.2 shows the architecture of the proposed imager. In each pixel, instead of 

using the standard 3 transistor APS pixel, modifications are required. The amplifier 

transistor and row select transistor are taken out and a comparator is put in and the 

pixel is shown in Figure 5.3. A PMOS reset transistor is used to avoid Vt mismatch 

and allow the node N 1 to reach Vpp  when the pixel is reset. The comparator consists 

of a differential gain stage and a single-ended gain stage, followed by an inverter, 

as shown in Figure 5.6. This design was used in [IS] for high-speed operation. 

The transistor sizes used for the comparator are minimum sizes, which is 0.8/nn for 

width and 0.35/U.m for length. From simulation results, the offset voltage is 33mV 

and the maximum operating frequency is 227MHz. The ramp generator provided a 

ramp voltage th a t is connected to each pixel's comparator inverting input, IT . The 

noninverting input, VT, is connected to the node N l. The output of each pixel is a 

PWM signal, which is fed to neighboring processing circuits. Each pixel has a size
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of 23/xin by 18/rrn containing 10 transistors and a photodiode. The fill factor of each 

pixel is about 14%. The layout of the proposed pixel is shown in Figure 5.4. Also, 

the layout of a block of 4 pixels is shown in Figure 5.5.

Vthres

Vrampl

RST1

proc_resetI

Vramp2

RST2

proc_rcsct2

VE1 HE1 VE2

Processing
circuit

Processing
circuit

Pixel3

Vpwm4

Pixel4

Vp\vm4

Vpwm2

Pixel2

Vpwm2

P ix e l1

Vpwml

Figure 5.2: Proposed pixel-level architecture

Each processing circuit contains an XOR gate, an integrator circuit and a com

parator. The schematic and layout are shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.4 respectively. 

The size of the processing circuit is 33/zm by 11/nn and it contains 19 transistors 

and a capacitor. The processing circuit calculates the difference of the two PW M  

signals and checks for an edge. If there is an edge, then a flag bit is set to 1 . The 

next section talks about the edge detection circuit in more detail. Also, the ramp 

function used for encoding the pixel output is programmable, meaning the slope of
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light

Vpw mon

Comparator

P ixel

Figure 5.3: Proposed imager pixel schematic
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M3 M4

M 6 M 8

out
M2M l

M7 M9
M5

V,ss

Figure 5.6: Comparator circuit

the ramp can be adjusted. By adjusting the ramp function, adaptive dynamic ranges 

are possible for varying lighting conditions. This architecture can detect horizontal 

and vertical edges.

5.2.1 E dge d etection  circu it

The circuit shown in Figure -5.7 is used for edge detection. An integrator circuit 

integrates the output of the XOR gate, analogous to counting the amount of time 

when Vjru-mi XOR Vpwmo Is ON. V(fire.s/ioM is the reference voltage to compare with 

the output of integrator circuit. Using a comparator, if the integrator output is 

larger than Vthreshold than there is an edge. Figure 5.8 shows the timing diagram of 

the edge detection circuit. |-Vj,,,,,,,2. the integrator output for pixel 1 and pixel 

2 . is larger than tlM , which means there is an edge between pixel 1 and pixel

2. Therefore, VetigC for Vpwm.i-Vpu-m2 will output a 1. If the difference of two pixels is 

below Vthreshold- like Vpwnvl-Vp^ m i, then there is no edge between pixel 2  and pixel

3.

5.2 .2  R eadout

If the flag bit, Vcdge, is set to 1, then there is an edge between the two pixels. The 

voltage Vdif j  in Figure 5.7 is the edge information, i.e. the result of one pixel voltage 

subtracted from the other. The flag will enable an N mos switch to pass l^ ; f  j  to a
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D D

Vthrcshold Comparator

y^'~~_Vcdge

V p w m l

V pw m 2

[4- reset

D D

V d iff
Integrator circuit

P rocessing circuit
HE or VE

Figure 5.7: Edge detection circuit

— Vpwm 1 -Vp\vm2 

- -Vp\vm2-Vp\vm3Vthrcshold

Vedge for Vpwml-Vp\vm2 

Vcdge for Vpwm2-Vpwm3

Vpwm I 

Vpwm2 

Vpwm3

Figure 5.8: Edge detection timing diagram
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source follower arid a column line for output. If the flag bit is 0. then V ,L ij j is not 

passed to the column line. There are two methods of readout: one row at a time or 

two rows at a time. The regular readout is that one row is read out at a time and 

only the horizontal edges are read out. The two rows at a time readout output the 

horizontal edges and the vertical edges. From Figure 5.2, column lines like VEl and 

HE 1 are fed into MUXes for output. Simulations of the proposed pixel are shown 

in Figures 5.9 and 5.10.

The simulations show two sets of two PWM signals and the output of the edge 

detection flags, herl, her2, vecl, and vec2. In Figure 5.9, the reset transistor RST1 

is off from lm s to 15ms. Vpwrni  and Vpw m 2 are XORed and the output of the XOR 

gate is integrated onto a capacitor just before 7ms. The integrated value is larger 

than the threshold value at around 9ms and the flag bit herl is turned on. The 

actual edge voltages are shown as HE1. VEl and VE2. For the second cycle, the 

reset transistor for the second row, RST2. is off from 16ms to 30ms. Vpw1,a and 

hpu-m-i arc XORed and the output of the XOR gate is integrated onto a capacitor 

just before 23ms. The integrated value is not larger than the threshold value and 

therfore, the flag bit her2  is off. In Figure 5.10, RST1 is off from lms to 15ms. 

Similar to Figure 5.9. herl is on at around 9ms. The vertical edges are also detected 

in this readout mode. At around 9ms, vcc2 is on to indicate that there is an edge 

between pixels 2 and 4. For vecl, it is turned on at 10.5ms. For the second cycle, 

there is no edge between pixels 3 and 4. so her2 is off. The simulation results showed 

that the proposed pixel and processing circuit can perform edge detection.

5.3 Chapter conclusion

We presented a proposed computational CMOS image sensor based on the idea of 

incorporating signal processing circuits at the pixel. The use of a simple logic gate 

to perform edge detection is demonstrated in simulations. The details of the circuit 

design, simulations and layout are also presented.
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion

An architecture for a computational CMOS image sensor with built-in edge detection 

is proposed. Edge detection can be performed by using PW M  and single logic gates. 

One of the advantages of this proposed imager is the simplicity of the analog to 

PWM circuits. Another advantage is that the PW M  signal processing circuits use 

very few components, mainly the XOR gate and the integrator circuit to perform 

edge detection. These simple circuits enable us to embed these circuits into the 

pixel array without taking up a lot of silicon area and to reduce the amount of 

information for output. Also, by integrating simple image processing functions such 

as edge detection, system costs and power can be reduced.

This thesis presented a prototype chip with S types of pixel designs. The chip 

was fabricated in a standard lpolv-4metal 0.35;im CMOS process. The test results 

for the prototype! chip were successful and provide insights such as sensitivity on the 

different pixel designs.

6.1 Future directions

A computational CMOS image sensor probably uses less power than with multi

chip imaging systems at the expense of functionality. This allows imaging systems 

to be more compact and run longer on batteries, which are im portant factors for 

small hand held products. Biometrics is one area in which a computational sensor 

might be useful. Portable units for fingerprint scanning, retina scanning or facial 

recognition for law enforcement officers or airport security guards are possible.

Industrial inspection is another application area for these sensors. The sensors 

can be used to determine different edges on printed circuit boards and other fabri

cated components. The edges from each board are compared with the edges from a
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dcfect-frce board and if they are different then there are defects. This can be useful 

for high speed inspection systems. More sophisticated edge detection than two pixel 

comparisons are likely to be required.

Another application of computational image sensors is in the medical industry. 

The medical industry is trying to find ways to reduce pain for patients during pro

cedures. For example, during a colonoscopy, a doctor needs to insert a cable with 

a camera (a scope) into the patient to check his or her colon. Instead of using a 

scope, companies have invented a pill, which contains an image sensor. The patient 

swallows the pill and the pill captures images of the patient's gastrointestinal tract 

and sends those images through RF. A computational sensor can be used to process 

the information and send only the useful information, thus increasing efficiency.

The fabrication of the proposed computational image sensor is one of the future 

directions. Another direction is to embed new algorithms into the image sensor. 

There is a bright future for computational CMOS image sensors as the feature size 

of CMOS technology continues to reduce. More signal processing circuits can be 

added to the pixel without significantly reducing the fill factor. Information can be 

processed at the pixel level and only the useful information needs to be output.
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